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Introduction
Consider the problem of wide-area surveillance, such as traffic monitoring and activity classification around critical assets (e.g., an embassy, a troop base, critical infrastructure facilities such as oil depots, port facilities, airfield tarmacs). We wish to monitor the flow of movement in such settings from a large number of cameras, typically with nonoverlapping fields of view. To coordinate observations in these distributed cameras, we need to know the connectivity of movement between fields of view (i.e., when an object leaves one camera, it is likely to appear in a small number of other cameras with some probability). A simple example with two cameras imaging the upstream and downstream sections of a road is shown in Figure 1 . We want to infer that objects leaving the upstream view are likely to tran- sition to the downstream view. We also want to infer the distribution of transition times between the two views. In some instances, one can carefully site and calibrate the cameras so that observations are more easily coordinated. However even with calibrated cameras, the departure/arrival locations, connectivity, and transition time distribution still have to be learned. In many cases, cameras must be rapidly deployed and may not last for long periods of time. Hence we seek a passive way of determining the topology of the camera network. That is, we want to determine the network structure relating cameras, and the typical transitions between cameras, based on noisy observations of moving objects in the cameras. Departure and arrival locations in each camera view are nodes in the network. An arc between a departure node and an arrival node denotes connectivity (likely transition). We want to infer both the topology (i.e., which arcs exist) and the transition times. For the example in Figure 1 we want to infer that the views are connected and estimate the transition time distribution.
If we could identify the same object in different cameras (e.g., using a license plate reader or face recognition system), then learning the topology and transitions would be easy. In practice, in wide-area surveillance, the correspondence between observations in different cameras is difficult to obtain because cameras may be widely separated and the observations may occupy only a few pixels. A key feature we can exploit is time of arrival and departure. It can be measured accurately by tracking in individual cameras. Other features such as object appearance can also be used.
In this paper, we hypothesize that given the correspondence, the transition time distribution is highly structured (i.e., has low entropy). For example, we expect different modes in the transition time distribution for vehicles and pedestrians with possibly some outliers. The contributions of this paper are a formal definition of connectivity in terms of statistical dependence and an algorithm for integrating out the unknown correspondence. We show encouraging results on synthetic and real data.
Previous Work
Previous work on tracking across multiple cameras generally either assumed known camera topology or known correspondence. Methods which use assignment algorithms for tracking across multiple cameras such as [7, 9, 8] assume the transition models are known or fit them with handlabeled correspondences. Other work [3, 14] for calibration also assume known correspondence.
Makris et al. [11] have tackled the problem of estimating a multi-camera topology from observations. They assume a single mode transition distribution and exhaustively search for the location of the mode. Their method assumes all departure and arrival pairs within a time window are implicitly corresponding. The distribution of transition times obtained from this correspondence is examined for a peak by thresholding based on the mean and standard deviation. Essentially the correlation between arrival and departure times is computed using a loose, implicit notion of correspondence. They show promising results using this method.
Correlation is effective for monotonic relationships in general, but is not flexible enough to handle multi-modal distributions. Makris et al. [11] have acknowledged this fact, which can occur when both cars and pedestrians are part of the observations. Their approach essentially assumes a Gaussian transition distribution and implicit true correspondences within a chosen time window. However for a given departure observation, the true correspondence is a single arrival observation. So for all observations within a time window, the true and false correspondences generate a mixture of the true and false transition distribution. The time window size and distribution of observations determines the number of false correspondences versus the single true correspondence. In general the more dense the observations and the longer the transition time, the more false correspondences. Thus their method suffers from assuming a unimodal transition distribution, and only implicitly dealing with correspondence.
Our method generalizes their approach to more flexible, multi-modal transition distributions, and explicitly handles correspondence. This is accomplished by using a more general information theoretic notion of statistical dependence, and integrating out the uncertain correspondence in a Bayesian manner. Our approach makes very few assumptions and does not require supervision.
Problem Formulation
To infer the topology of a camera network, assume we have identified arrival and departure locations and observations in each camera. For example, this can be done with a blobbased tracker in each camera separately [16] . For each pair of cameras, we want to infer whether they are connected and the distribution of transition times. Recall that this is made more difficult because the correspondence between observations in different cameras is unknown. Suppose we are given observations of departure x 1 , .., x n and arrival y 1 , .., y n times in two connected cameras, respectively. Also, assume that the correspondence between the observations is given by a permutation π of the indices such that (x i , y π(i) ) is a corresponding pair. We formalize this by writing
where the distribution of transformation t i is parameterized by θ. This is illustrated in the graphical model shown in Figure 2. Shaded vertices are observed, plates (boxes) denote repetitive structure. Solid arrows denote direct probabilistic dependence, while dashed arrows denote direct functional dependence. Note that each observed pair (x i , y π(i) ) is associated with its own hidden transformation t i . In this model, a fixed transformation distribution is chosen by sampling a θ. Then, n observations are generated by repeatedly sampling an x i , a t i given the chosen θ, and finally generating y π(i) as function of x i and t i . Given true correspondences we would know that two cameras are dependent. Thus with unknown correspondence, strength of statistical dependency is a good measure for jointly inferring correspondence and camera connectivity. For departure and arrival time observations X and Y , the transformation T is an additive transition time between cameras: Y = X + T . Our formulation also captures other transformations such as color variations between cameras. We will show this in the experiments. Based on our formulation, both the degree and nature of dependence is determined by the distribution of T , which is determined by θ. Basically T tells us how X and Y are related, and the randomness in T indicates strength of dependence. In particu-lar, strong dependence means that observations y are highly predictable given x. This will be reflected by low entropy in the distribution of T . So the degree of statistical dependence measures how connected two cameras are, and the nature of this dependency is encoded in the corresponding distribution of transition times.
Mutual Information as a Measure of Dependence
Recall that our problem is to measure the degree and nature of statistical dependence between observations in two cameras. The mutual information (MI) [15, 18] 
between two random variables X and Y is a natural measure of dependence. It is the average log likelihood ratio between the joint distribution (dependent case) and the product of marginal distributions (independent case). Wolf [19] has shown that MI is the dominating term in a Bayesian measure of independence. When the joint distribution is very different from the independent distribution, there is a strong dependence between X and Y , and I(X; Y ) is large. We can write MI in terms of entropy,
where entropies are defined as
Thus MI is a measure of the reduction in uncertainty of one random variable given knowledge of another. We can use equation (3) to compute MI between the observations in two cameras. We can relate h(Y |X) to the entropy of T by recalling the graphical model shown in Figure  2 . Then using the chain rule for entropy,
because X is independent of T , and
Assume that Y = T (X) can be determined given X and T up to fidelity > 0, and that T can be determined given X and Y also up to fidelity [15] . Combining the above yields
So as previously asserted, the degree and nature of dependence between X and Y is governed by the distribution of transformations T , which for our model depends on the hidden parameter θ.
Entropy Estimation

To compute I(X; Y ) we need to compute h(Y ) and h(T ).
We use the Parzen density estimator [12] to compute entropy from samples. We show this for T ; it similarly applies to Y . The Parzen density estimate iŝ
where σ is the bandwidth, K is the kernel, and t 1 , ..., t n ∈ R d are iid samples. The Gaussian function makes a convenient kernel. Parzen density estimators are simple yet flexible enough to fit densities with multiple modes.
We can approximate the entropy
This is just the negative of the average log likelihood of a set of samples. It shows how the entropy of the transformation is related to their likelihood which in turn determines the degree of statistical dependence in our model. For uni-dimensional data we use the faster m-spacings estimate [17, 10] . The estimate is
where the subscripts for t denote ordering. The primary computation is sorting the data to obtain order statistics.
Posterior Expectation
Now we know how to compute statistical dependence in terms of MI and entropies. Given observations O = {x i , y i } we write the posterior expectation as
Note that the dependence integrates over all transformations and all transformation distributions. We can choose the maximum a posteriori (MAP) θ * and t * given θ * as the representative dependence and transformation. This is reasonable if the posterior distribution of θ and p(T |θ * ) is unimodal and sharply peaked. We expect this to be the case for simple transformations such as transition time. We could also sample transformation distributions and transformations from the posterior distribution of θ and p(T |θ) and compute their resulting statistical dependence. In practice, we represent the MAP θ * implicitly by modeling the distribution of T nonparametrically. The assumed functional relationship between X, Y , and T also simplifies the integral with respect to T to a single term. So the computation of I(X; Y ) only requires computing h(Y ) and h(T ).
Correspondence
So far we assume a known correspondence π between the observations X and Y in both cameras. This allows us to relate the nature of the statistical dependency between X and Y with the distribution of transformations T . We define statistical dependence as mutual information I(X; Y ), and compute it via the entropies h(Y ) and h(T ).
In reality, the correspondence π is unknown so we must integrate it out as a nuisance variable,
Using the single MAP correspondence to approximate the expectation is problematic because I(X; Y π ), in general, does not vary smoothly with permutations π. The MAP correspondence may have incorrect correspondences which can dramatically change the estimated transformations T . This is because of the discrete structure of permutations. Thus the correspondence problem does not admit a simple MAP approximation to the full Bayesian solution as for MI.
Markov Chain Monte Carlo
The combinatorial nature of permutations makes computation of the expectation (18) by direct enumeration intractable. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [5, 13, 2, 4] is a way to perform approximate inference in this case. We want to approximate
which requires samples from the posterior distribution of correspondences p(π). We use the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [6] (see Algorithm 1) to do this. The initial sample is a random correspondence (permutation). New samples are obtained by conditionally sampling a new correspondence given the current one via a proposal distribution q(π |π j ). We use three different types of proposals for sampling correspondences: (1) add a match, (2) delete a match, (3) flip two matches. This allows the algorithm to sample new correspondences by swapping matches. The ability to add and delete matches handles missing correspondences as described in next section. It also enables matches to be swapped without generating samples with highly improbable matches in the process. The proposals are simple to implement and work well in our experience. The new sample is accepted with probability proportional to the relative likelihood of the new sample vs. the current one. 
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j ← j + 1. 12. end loop of a correspondence is proportional to the log probability of the corresponding transformations, which we compute as −h(T ) as described in the previous section. The algorithm repeats this process for the desired number of samples. We compute I(X; Y πj ) for each sample π j and take the average as the expected posterior MI.
Missing Correspondences
Recall that our goal is to compute the statistical dependence between observations in two cameras. We have shown how to do this by computing MI using nonparametric density estimation and integrating out the unknown correspondence using MCMC. In real data, it is common for correspondences to be missing between X and Y . That is, some x i 's may not have corresponding y π(i) 's. This can occur because some objects may move into a different camera view or because of tracking errors in either camera.
We consider missing data as outliers, and model the distribution of transition times as a mixture of the true and outlier distributions. We can still use the fast m-spacings estimate of entropy by minimizing an upper bound on the mixture entropy. Let p 1 = p(T |ω = missing), p 2 = p(T |ω = present) and λ = p(ω = missing). The joint entropy is
where H denotes entropy for discrete variables. Thus,
because H(ω|T ) ≥ 0. In our experiments we have used a uniform outlier distribution. In summary, our method relates statistical dependence between two cameras with mutual information between observations at each camera. MI is computed by calculating the entropy of the transition distribution. MCMC is used to integrate over the unknown correspondence between the observations, taking into account missing matches. 
Results
First, we show detailed results for a simulated and real road. In both cases, two cameras are positioned at two nonoverlapping portions of the road. Finally, we show results for a simulated and real traffic network of cameras.
Simulated Road
To study the differences between our approach and previous work we simulated a data set of 100 points from a Poisson(0.1) departure process. The transition distribution is a mixture of Gamma(16.67, 0.33) and Gamma(266.67, 1.33). This generates a dense arrival process and two transition time modes with different means and identical variance. Real objects such as pedestrians and vehicles often exhibit this type of process.
Recall that the correlation method matches all observations within a transition time window. These assumed correspondences are used to estimate the distribution of transition times. Figure 3 shows the transition distributions estimated using the correlation method with various time windows. The number of false correspondences causes the transition distribution to differ greatly from the true distribution. It is difficult to choose a best correlation time window. Also, correlation weakens with increasing distance between the means of the mixture component distributions because it assumes unimodality. Although the transition distribution has low entropy, correlation fails to capture this. Figure 4 shows our approach on the same data. Although we do not recover the transition distribution exactly, it is much closer in shape than the ones obtained from the correlation method. The estimated MI of 2.47 is close to the true value of 2.12. In general it is difficult to recover the true transition distribution, however our algorithm does find distributions that are qualitatively similar in structure (multimodal) and quantitatively similar in MI. Departure and arrival times alone may not be able to resolve the ambiguity that can occur by correspondences which shift the modes of the transition distribution. 
Single Road
Consider the two views shown in Figure 1 of upstream and downstream portions of the same road. Cars and pedestrians passing through the scene will appear in one view and subsequently in the other. We hand-labeled 100 matches in one day of tracking data obtained from a blob-tracker [16] . The data also contained about 25% unmatched outliers. Figure 5 shows the transition distributions estimated using the correlation method. As in the case for the simulated data, correlation cannot accurately recover the multi-modal nature of the transitions. The also results in a higher entropy distribution and less statistical dependence. Figure 6 shows the results of our approach on this data. Note how the number of matches changes rapidly initially but eventually converges. Our recovered transition distribution matches the true distribution fairly well. The sharpness of the posterior correspondences point to why we can recover the transition distribution fairly accurately. Figure 7 shows a sample of the correspondences we obtain from our method. In total, 14% of them were in error. This is using temporal information alone. We expect that adding other features such as color may improve the correspondences.
Simulated Traffic Network
We built a traffic simulator to generate data for a simulated network of cameras at intersections. The simulator was based on a real road network, and took into account real traffic patterns and vehicle dynamics. An example network is shown in Figure 8 . We simulated 1000 car trips using shortest paths from start to end node with some noise in the path. Departure and arrival times were recorded.
We computed MI for each pair of cameras. For each [1] . Thus directly connected cameras have higher statistical dependence (assuming roughly equal unconditional entropies). Examples of learned graphs based on different percentage thresholds are shown in Figure 8 . In our experiments greedy selection closely approximates the correct topology.
Real Traffic Network
We obtained data from a real traffic network of five cameras, described in the next section. Once again we applied our method as for the simulated traffic network. For this experiment we also added color transformations from one camera to another. This is commonplace because cameras often have different sensor responses. In addition, for wide area surveillance the lighting conditions for vary dramatically across cameras. Color transformations are modeled as flows in RGB space, c y = c x + ∆c, for an RGB vector c. Figure 9 shows estimated color flows for a good correspondence and an essentially random one. Note how the corresponding color flow is essentially a brightening, while the non-corresponding one is less unstructured. The total transformation entropy is the sum of the temporal and color transition entropies. In this case we had greater difficulty inferring the camera transition topology. Many of the primary transitions are recovered as shown in Figure 10 . Weaker second order connections also show up. We believe these difficulties are primarily caused by the lack of data. Many of the links between cameras had only about 30 correspondences. In addition, accurate times of departure and arrivals were only available at frame resolution. Adding other visual features may help alleviate these problems.
Camera Location Learning
Thus far we have discussed a technique for learning the topology and transition time distributions for a network of cameras. A related problem is that of finding the geometry of the network. Specifically, we are interested in learning the actual geographic coordinates of the fields of view of the cameras, using GPS side information. By doing so, applications can take advantage of semantic information such as the relative locations of key protection assets and camera views. We envision extending the topology learning framework in the future to allow integrating the learning of geometry and topology jointly. In Figures 8 and 11 , we would like to be able to learn the locations of the cameras (blue circles and red boxes, respectively). One method is to manually obtain the world coordinates of the camera fields of view at the original installation time. Unfortunately, in many situations this is impractical or insufficient. In some surveillance scenarios, rapid deployment of cameras is necessary to limit danger to those installing them. In a much wider set of long-term surveillance scenarios, cameras tend to get bumped out of calibration, new cameras are periodically added, and old cameras fail.
For our experiment, we assume that we have an installed network of cameras and at least one object moving through the surveillance area that is instrumented with a GPS receiver. Note that we do not have correspondence between the instrumented objects and camera observations, e.g. when we see an object pass through a camera, we do not Examples of recovered graphs of the simulated traffic network for different MI thresholds. Here the camera locations are assumed known for visualization purposes, but our algorithm is agnostic to this information. know to which, if any, instrumented object it corresponds. Under this setup, we know the latitude and longitude of each instrumented object at each point in time. We denote this data as the set {(x vi , y vi , t vi )}, where v indexes the vehicle and i indexes time. We may estimatê
where δ(·, ·) is the Kronecker delta function (see Fig. 11a forp(x, y) for the real traffic network we tested). We separately have access to the recorded in-camera tracking data, {(t cj )}, that reports when vehicles enter and exit each camera's field-of-view, where c indexes the camera number and j indexes the times reports occurred. We seek to correlate the spatio-temporal GPS data with the camera report times. To do so, we wish to estimate p(x, y|c), the probability that a vehicle will be at location (x, y) given that it is seen at the edge of camera c.
Although we cannot quite estimate p(x, y|c) directly, we can approximate it with the mixture distributioñ
where indicates how wellp(x, y|c) approximates p(x, y|c). For our current implementation, we assume that p(x, y|c) ≈p(x, y|c) and do not attempt to remove p(x, y).
To test this algorithm, we use a dataset of five cameras, five instrumented vehicles following scripted behavior, and approximately unplanned 17 vehicles that passed through the cameras during the data collection period. In Fig. 11b we showp(x, y|c) as green and black (bold) dots, composited from all cameras. We thresholdp(x, y|c) and consider high values to be candidate entry/exit locations for the cameras. These are shown in the figure as large dark black dots. For each camera, we find the bounding square of a fixed size that contains the largest number of high values. We only consider the high values generated for the particular camera in question. The red bounding squares are our estimated camera locations. Overlayed as well are dark red trapezoids indicating the manually-drawn approximate groundtruth fields-of-view of the cameras. Note that with this data we are able to correctly identify the camera locations.
Discussion
We presented an approach to infer the topology of a camera network by measuring the degree and nature of statistical dependence between observations in different cameras. Unlike previous work, our method explicitly considers the correspondence problem and handles general types of statistical dependence by using mutual information and nonparametric density estimates. It also recovers the transition distribution, not just an average transition time. We demonstrated how our method outperforms previous work on simulated and real data. The computations are approximate but give promising results and is relatively simple to implement.
Future work involves analyzing more than two cameras at a time. Our results have only used time of departure and arrival and color, but our approach is readily adapted to other features. We hope to integrate the learning of metric camera locations into our topology learning framework. We can also take advantage of the following sources of information to further constrain the solution space: (1) motion direction and scene entry/exit information, (2) vehicles in the scene that are not equipped with GPS devices, and (3) transition times between cameras.
